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Project experience
 Global Sportswear Company / Supply Chain Network Planning – Developed logistics
network to enable the client’s fast-growing digital business; Established the first
global digital satellite DC for the client to enable premium and responsive service for
fast-growing digital business; Optimize assortment planning and inventory strategy
for brick and motor channel
 Global Retailer / China E-commerce Network Design – Developed supply chain
network planning for the client’s e-commerce market entry in China, designed
operating model and warehouse operations
 Leading Chinese Apparel Company / Supply Chain Network Planning – Designed
supply chain e-commerce and offline network across four different brands; Explored
innovative model for client’s supply chain network
 Global Consumer Electronics Manufacturer / Supply Chain Transformation –
Developed the supply chain model and process to migrate the client’s production site
from Europe to China
 Global Food & Beverage Company / Post Merger Integration – Provided pre-closing
integration planning and post merger commercial strategy for a European consumer
giant to acquire infant nutrition business unit from a leading US pharmaceutical
company
 Global Food & Beverage Company / Strategic Sourcing – Assessed potential savings,
developed category sourcing strategy and supported implementation (i.e. RFP,
negotiation, etc.)
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Supply chain disruption

The rise of exponential technologies has created a burning platform: disrupt or be disrupted
…Disrupting Supply Chains Across

Exponential Technology Change…

All Industries
$1,245 per
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Cost of Performance
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Computing
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Today

Technology cycles

Technology eras are characterized by exponential growth and connectivity
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Mobile smartphones
Tablets
Cloud computing

•

Big data – analytics
Social media
Wearables
GPS

•

•
•

•
•

Sensing
Home automation
Digital transport
Digital money
Quantum computing
3D printing / adaptive
manufacturing

4th industrial revolution

Productivity and
industrialization

Optimize Traditional Objectives…
Cost
Quality
Source: Deloitte Analysis
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Innovation
Safety

=
Mass manufacturing
and improved
infrastructure

=
Access to information and
enhanced decision-making
capability

…and New Objectives…

Service
Flexibility

Electronic Automation
Computers and Internet
Connectivity

Revenue

4th Industrial Revolution

=

Industrialization
Electricity and
assembly lines

1970s to 2000s

Power Generation
Steam engines and
hydraulic power

Early 20th century

Late 18th century

Leaders are combining information technology and operations technology to create value in new and
different ways – from “machines replacing muscle” to “machines replacing and augmenting human minds”

Digital Supply Networks
Vast network of
cyber-physical systems

=
Connected products, customers
and
supply chain

…By Better Managing
Visibility

Variability

Volume

Velocity

DSN thinking

Leveraging new technologies to drive better integration across platforms

Develop

Plan

Source

Make

Deliver

Support

Additive
manufacturing

Social media
analytics

Predictive analytics
& visualization

Robotic automation

Augmented reality

End-to-end supply
chain visibility

A third party logistics
company is combining
wearables and augmented
reality to implement
"vision picking" in
warehousing operations
to enable hands-free
order picking. Pilots show
up to 25% improvement
in labor productivity.

A quick serve restaurant
chain allows the customer
to scan a QR code on a
burger container to access
end-to-end supply chain
visibility, based on the
customer's location and the
date/time. Augmented
reality technology shows
customers where the
ingredients in their meal
were sourced, processed,
and distributed.

A tire company uses
additive manufacturing
to rapidly create
prototypes with little
additional cost, helping
to improve their product
designs with the support
of physical models.

Source: Deloitte Analysis
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A large global retailer
analyzes social media
chatter to optimize local
inventory assortment
and enhance inventory
planning (e.g., a spike
in social media activity
about an upcoming
phone launch helps
buyers improve their
purchasing decisions).

A high-tech manufacturer
uses a web-based
Intelligent Control Tower
platform to gain granular
insight into supply chain
activity across their
component suppliers.
Predictive analytics and
visualizations help
pinpoint areas of concern
before they become
problems.

A pharmaceutical
company is using robots
to automate packaging,
kit assembly, machinetending, and R&D testing
duties.

Collapsing the supply chain

Traditional, linear supply chain nodes are collapsing into a set of dynamic networks, allowing dramatically
increased differentiation
Traditional Supply Chain

Digital Supply Networks
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Deliver

Support

Quality Sensing
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3D Printing
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DSN characteristics
Digital Supply Networks are “Always-On” – dynamic, integrated networks characterized by a continuous flow
of information and analytics

“Always-On”
Agility

Connected
Community

Intelligent
Optimization

End-to-End
Transparency

Holistic Decision
Making

DSN’s continuously pull
Real-time, seamless, and
traditional datasets along with multi-modal communication
new datasets that are, for
and collaboration with:
example:
• suppliers
• sensor-based
• partners
• location-based
• customers

A bi-directional loop of
learning is created by
combining:
• humans
• machines
• data-driven analytics

Use of sensors and locationbased services provide:
• material flow tracking
• schedule synchronization
• balance of supply and
demand
• financial benefits

Transparency of information
across all functional silos
allows for visibility into each
area in parallel, such as:
• performance optimization
• financial objectives
• trade-offs

Outcome: Integrated views
of the supply network and
rapid, no-latency responses to
changing situations

Outcome: Optimized human- Outcome: Increased visibility
machine decision making for
into critical aspects of the
spot solutions
supply network

Outcome: Better decisionmaking for the network as a
whole

Outcome: Network-wide
insights from centralized,
standardized, and
synchronized data

Implications
Companies can achieve new levels of
performance, improve operational efficiency
and effectiveness, and create new revenue
opportunities
Source: Deloitte Analysis
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As companies leverage their full
supply networks, the traditional
barriers of time and space
shrink

Strategic choice cascade

Indeed, “Always On” dynamic networks can now be more effectively tied to the broader business strategy
and become a source of competitive advantage
Digital Supply Networks

What are our goals and
aspirations?

How many supply chains do you need?
Where will you segment by customer,
product, geography, or channel?

• Purpose

• Financial objectives
• Non-financial
objectives

Where will you compete on…
Speed? Agility? Service?
Cost? Quality? Innovation?

Where will we play?
• Customers
• Products
• Geography

How will we win?

Where do you need to transform
your supply networks to meet your
strategic business objectives?

• Channels
• Value proposition
to customers
• Sources of
defensible
advantage
• Profit model(s)
• Partnerships

• Constituent
engagement

How will we configure?
• Distinctive
capabilities
• Enabling organizational
system

What priority initiatives?
• Tactics
• Investments

Strategic Choice Cascade
Source: Deloitte Analysis
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What initiatives will you
deploy to configure your
Digital Supply Networks?

• M&A / Partnerships
• Change Program

Trend 1: Network planning intensification & sharing of logistics operation

Logistics industry is developing in the direction of increased scale, intensification and refined operation

Logistics giants share resources

Logistics development trend
3PL increase rapidly
Global 3rd party revenue scale (billion
dollars)

+8%

631

662

685

704

Regional 3rd party logistics revenue
scale (billion dollars)
270

256

751

188

176

507

174

158

45

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2013

42

2014

North America

Asia Pacific

Europe

South America

Source: Deloitte analysis，Deloitte“China logistics industry investment and development report 2015-2016”
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• As industry leaders opening up ecosystem and
platform, they provide service on data, finance,
management etc.
• Sharing economy is a revolutionary opportunity
to boost more agents and solution providers
within the industry

Case 1 – Network design

To design the logistic network, the project team has deep dived around 5 key issues for different brand
clusters and generated insights and conclusions
Supply Chain Network
For
Demonstration
Only

Distributor Brand Cluster
Distributor Warehouses (# 53)
Plan on direct shipment
% dependent on the
business development
status

RDC – North
(Forward & Reverse)

Direct Sales
Brand Cluster
RDC (# 10)）

Service professional
sports, fashion sports,
outdoor sports, group
E-commerce

Support store
operations in
respective regions
on replenishment,
stock transfer

E-commerce DC
(# 3)

Group E-commerce
Cloud Warehouse
（# 30 incl. bases ）
DCs to integrate adjacent
cloud warehouses to
service e-commerce
consumers
Source: Deloitte Analysis
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1

Future network design for distributor
Brand Cluster

2

Future network design for self-owned
retail brand cluster

3

Positioning of e-commerce DCs

4

Future network design for international
brand cluster

5

Future network design for central return
warehouses

2 Incumbent DCs
1 DC in planning –
Base Phase II

Base - Phase I

Central Return
Warehouse

Service professional
sports, fashion sports,
group E-commerce

Trend 2: Omni-channel order delivery connected inventory

Cross-channel delivery requires integration between order and inventory management system

Order delivery management

Order capture

Inventory availability

Cross platform

Cross channels

Inventory
promising

Retail

Wholesale

Client

End consumers

Stores, distributors

Order/day

Large volume without plan

Small volume with plan

Order line item

Usually a few

Usually a lot

Ave. order/client

Relatively fewer

Relatively more

Delivery time

Quick response

According to timeline

Order accuracy%

High requirement (100%)

High requirement

Volatile orders

Extremely volatile (promotion)

Relatively stable

Return

Relatively more

Relatively fewer(planned)

Delivery model

Mainly express

Logistics

Supply chain operation needs to adapt front-end
business changes
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Shipping/tracking

Cross ship node

Characteristics of Demand

Source: Deloitte Analysis

Order allocation

Omni-Channel order delivery networks (example)
National
warehouse
Regional
warehouse
Retail
Outlets
Consumers

Different levels of order delivery points have different
capacity and priorities to balance cost

Case 2: End to end inventory visibility

The control tower enables real-time inventory data transparency from store to factory via integration with
core systems
ERP System

POS System

Production Tracking:
End-to-end product in transit
information flow across
different systems

Predictive Sales Analytics:
Store/regional best selling products
ranking, sales forecasting in SKU
level, etc.

WMS
Real-time Inventory Visibility:
Store/regional/central warehouse
inventory visibility, arrival plan,
etc.

Supply Chain Control Tower

Data Management System
SKU information and promotion plan:
Product specification, sales date, promotion plan, etc.
Source: Deloitte Analysis
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Order Management System
Order Visibility: End-to-end order
management, automated in-season
replenishment fulfillment

Case 2: Agile replenishment flow

End to End visibility guarantees automated and agile replenishment flow from factory to DC or DC to stores

Factory

Distribution Centers

Sales Terminals

Display Volume

Storage
Index
Display
width/length

Agile and Flexible Deliver Model:
• 1st Delivery - 50% Vol, based on historical sales volume
• 2nd Delivery – 20%~30% Vol , based on demand
forecast, and actual sales volume analysis from POS data
• 3rd Delivery – 20%-30% Vol, based on actual sales
feedback from sales terminals, if the product is hot sku,
DC can add additional 10% vol to factory

Real time System:
• 15-min real-time end-to-end inventory visibility covering across all
channels enabled by store-level RFID
• Real time sales and inventory update with POS synchronizing data
with connected inventory system
Fully automated replenishment system:
• By adjusting minimum display parameter in the system for high-heat
SKUs, the control tower will automatically trigger replenishment orders
to stores without any manual calculation or delay
Intelligent Inventory Management

• System run daily check on inventory, once SKU reaches to safety
stock level, system would trigger orders automatically
Source: Deloitte Analysis
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Trend 3: Demand and supply planning high consumer expectation for service

Growing expectation from customers requires brand retailers to respond to market volatility effectively

Constant promotions leads to
volatility in demand
Volatility in market demand

Expectation of high service quality and
time efficiency for order delivery

Demand for personalization and
customization will remain strong
Personalization-led lifestyle

Order delivery is crucial determinants in
consumer satisfaction

2016 sales fluctuation of anonymous brand on TMALL

Importance from
expression

11.11

95

Order delivery

90

Package

Return

Omni-channel

Outlet return

85

Consumption
scenario

80

75
Freight

70

In time
delivery

65
60
Cross channel
inventory search

55

12.12

6.18
New Year

9.9

Package
Return efficiency
Time efficiency

50

Return convenienceTracking

45

order

Omni-Channel
experience

30
Gift

Supply chain

Designated day
delivery

0
0

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

Importance from deduction
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PROC

design

40
35

Source: Deloitte Analysis

produ
ction

data

Case 3: Data enable business optimization

We have helped the client evaluate the entire value chain and selected the key modules to conduct sales
forecasting

Design & Planning

Demand
forecast

Classification
analysis

Trend
identification
Source: Deloitte Analysis
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Price
strategy

Store
clustering

Production & Transportation

Analysis
Agile
guides
manufacturing
procurement

Multi-layer
inventory
optimization

Distribution & Sales

Demand
perception

Channel
optimization

Dynamic
prediction

Accident
analysis

Mark
down
analysis

Mid-season
inventory
forecast

Case 3: AI enabled planning and coordination

Brand retailers should focus on supply chain planning with improvement on cross function coordination,
accuracy of forecast and the flexibility to fast responsiveness

Supply chain management based on planning, achieves a balance between cost and service level

Product
planning

Service Level

Inventory
planning

Product & Category Management
Market data

Forecast

Capability
planning

Demand
planning
Supply
planning

Inventory & Costto-Serve

IBP

Integrated Planning

Supply Chain flexibility
产量灵活性

Periodic
Planning

Product data

Store data

Supply chain
flexibility

产品组合灵活性

计划灵活性

Beginning of Month
End of
Month

Store Cluster

Assortment
Optimizer

Assortment
Generator

Space Planning

Shelf/display
planning

Store layout planning

Annual
Planning

Portfolio Review
New Product & End-of-L ife Product Plans
Adjusted / Finalized Ops and Financial Plans

Finance Close
Analysis

Strategic Plan

Ops & Exec
Reviews

Annual Budget
Product/Category Knowledge
Base

Product life cycle

Assortment

Layout

Display

Product Portfolio

Financial Review
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Enterprise
Forecast

驱动/使能因素
Financial Forecast

Financial
Financial
View of
View
Plans,
of Plans,
Gap Comparison;
Gap Comparison;
Challenge
Challenge
of
of
Assumptions
Assumptions
Preliminary Ops, Capacity, and Inventory Plan
Consensus Enterprise Forecast

Min-Max
Supply Sync

Source: Deloitte Analysis

Quarterly
Planning

资源

生产

计划

服务分类

设备 人力 产能

周期 批量 切换

预测 冗余 调整

产品 客户 地域

Our clients are all asking the same question: How do we get started?
ESTABLISH A DIGITAL FOUNDRY
Identify a visionary program leader and assemble a team to accelerate your digital goals. Determine a governance model and understand policies that might need
to be adapted to execute successful change management and ensure the solution is absorbed into the business fabric

THINK BIG

START SMALL

ACT FAST

Immerse Yourself in Innovation

Scaling the Edges

Prove it Works (Quickly)

Join an immersive experience (e.g., tour
an IoT lab) to explore the “art of the
possible”, incite ideas, and cultivate a
culture of innovation

Disconnect from the core business and set
up a “black ops” team to enable disruption
within an established organization

Use an agile, iterative approach to move
from strategy to prototyping as quickly as
possible – “fail fast” and achieve rapid
results

Build Your Ecosystem

Pick One or Two Plays

Market Your Own Success

Evolve your supply chain into “value webs” by
collaborating with suppliers, engaging with
niche players, and sharing and/or offloading
assets

Prioritize your desired tactics and pick just
one or two to get started in order to
establish proof of concept

Champion your successes to gain traction
and achieve enterprise-wide adoption

Source: Deloitte Analysis
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